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401 M Street, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

OIll'FICE OF

THE "OMINISTR"",TOR

The Science Advisory Board's (SAB) Environmental Engineering
comnittee (EEe) has completed its review of the Office of Research and
Development's (ORD I Waste Minimization Strategy and is pleased to transmit
its final report to you. This report resulted from: (a) a COlllllittee meeting
on May 11-12 at which ti~ representatives from am, the Office of Solid
Waste (OSW), the Congressional Office of TectmologyAssessment and North
Carolina's pollution prevention Pays Program presented information on .'
issues pertaining to waste minimization, and (b) the deliberations of a
subcon1nittee of the BEC and the full BEe. The report was approved by the
SAB Executive Comnittee on October 8th.

The Committee's report states a nUlltler of major conclusions and
recommendations, including the following:

o Waste minimization deserves substantial visibility and comnitment
at the highest levels of the Agen~. The ORO Waste Minimization Strategy
is a modest, yet promising, response to several aspects of the Age~'s

Report to Congress: Minimization of Hazaroous Waste. The ORD Strategy,
however, is not an Agen~-wide effort. The Committee views it as a IlJ:)re
narrowly conceived program plan for a subset of topics. Although the
Report to Congress is more comprehensive, it d::les not contain a clear
approaCh for action, nor ooes it provide concrete program plans. QI;1),

OSW. and other offices within EPA should develop a ,more comprehensive
waste minimization strategy, from which indiVidual, yet coordinated,
program plans can be designed. Even more generally, the waste minimi
zation strategy should be developed in the context: of an Agen~ide

waste management strategy.

o A waste minimization strategy should not be restricted to
"hazardous wastes" (as def ined by EPA), to wastes that are land disposed,
or only to .substances traditionally viewed as "wastes." EPA's strategy
should be broadly conceived to include any non-product substance, including
solids, liquids and gases, that leaves a production r;>rocess Or a site of
product handling or use. Such releases should include both point and
diffused sources.

o The Committee recommends that, given current resources, EPA's
waste minimization program can most productively focus upon waste pre
vention (source reduction), and waste recovery/reuse/r~cling. The
Comnittee agrees that waste prevention is the most desirable option.
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o Medi~i2ed generators (pla~ts that generate 10,000 to 100,000
kilograns of hazarda!s wastes per nnnth) coold benefit na>t fran waste
minimization technology-transfer efforts because they often are not aware
of waste minimization options and because implementing promising waste
minimization options at such plants could have a significant impact on
waste generation nationally.

o It is ~rtant for EPA, private industry, and universities to
work cooperatively to incorporate training in environmental issues into
the curricula of a number of disciplines relevant to waste management and
generation.

The Committee appreciates the opportunity to review this important
research program. It requests a formal "'Jency response to its conclusions
and reca:nnendations.

Sincerely,

IA~ ·~0~
Norton Nelson
Chai::man
Executive CQtIllIittee

.'

c
Raynnnd Loehr
Chai::man
Envirormental EClgineering Ccmmittee
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lVI'ICE

This report has been written as part of the activities of the
Science Advisory Board, a public advisory group providing extramural
scientific information and advice to the Administrator and other
officials of the Environmental Protection Agency. The Board is structured
to provide a balanced expert assessment of scientific matters related
to problems facing the Agency. This report has not been reviewed for
approval by the Agency and, hence, the contents of this report do not
necessarily represent the views and policies of the Environmental
Protection Agency, nor of other ageneies in the Executive Branch of the
Federal government, nor does mention of trade names or COIlIllercial products
eonstitute endorsement of reconmendation for use.
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I. EXEaJTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the science Advisory Board's review of the Office of
Research and Development's (ORD's) "Waste Minimi2aticn Strategy" (Appendix
A). As early as 1976, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identified
waste minimi2aticn as a desirable goal. l In response to the requirements
of the 1984 H~ardous and Solid Waste Act (HSWA) Amendments the Agency has placed
more emphasis on this opticn. EPA's recent efforts have resulted in the 1986
Report to Congress: Minimi2ation of Ha2aroous Waste. (See SUllll1ary sheet in
Appendix B).

Preventing generation of wastes is illp)rtant for many reasons. These
include:

o Pollution control technologies are not 100% efficient.

o Some control technologies transfer contaminants to different environ
mental media.

o Siting new waste management capacity is difficult.

o Waste minimi2ation offers direct and indirect economic benefits.

Although a few coPlpanies and a few states have aggressively pursued waste
minimization, many have not. Interest in waste minimization is growing, however,
as evidenced by an expanding nullber of reports, conferences, and legislative "
proposals devoted to this subject.

waste minimization deserves substantial visibility and commitment at
the highest levels of the Agency. The ORO Waste Minimi2ation Strategy is a
lIOdest, yet promising, response to several aspects of the Agency's Report to
Congress. The ORD Strategy, however, is not an Agency-wide effort. The Com
mittee views it as a more narrowly conceived program plan for a subset of
topics. Although the Report to Congress is more comprehensive, it does not
contain a clear approach for action, nor does it provide concrete program
plans. ORD, the Office of Solid Waste (OSW), and other offices within EPA
should develop a more comprehensive waste minimi2ation strategy* from which
individual, yet coordinated, program plans can be designed. Even more generally,
the waste minimization strategy should be developed in the context of an Agency
wide waste management strategy.

A waste minimization strategy should not be restricted to "ha2ard::lus
wastes" (as defined by EPA), to wastes that are land disposed, or only to
substances traditionally viewed as "wastes." EPA's strategy should be broadly
conceived. In the context of waste minimizatim, waste should be defined
as any non-product substance, including solids, liquids, and gases, that
leaves a production process or a site of product handling or use. Such
releases should include both point and diffused sources.

The Committee believes that waste minimi2ation includes a variety of on
and off-site, in-process, and post-generation waste management options that

*1n this report, strategy means an articulation of a concept or goal and the
types of activities necessary to implement the concept. A program, or program
plan, is an articulation of the details of the specific projects, timetables,
and funding necessary to implement a strategy or a component of a strategy.
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reduce the hazard of a waste, including waste treatment. "Waste prevention,"
"waste reduction," and "source reduction" all appear to be synonyms for a
subset of waste minimization practices that focus on in-process practices that
prevent or reduce waste generation per~. The Committee believes that waste
preventioo (source reductioo) deserves special emphasis. To avoid confusion
on the desirability of various options, EPA should (in coordination with other
interested parties) clarify the terminology used for waste minimization
practices.

The Committee recommends that, given current resources, EPA's waste
minimization program can most productively focus upon waste preventioo (source
reduction), and waste recoveryIreusel recycling. The Committee agrees that
waste prevention is the most desirable opticn. It is the option that the Agency's
waste minimization program should strongly emphasize, but which has not been
directly supported to date. From a practical standpoint, however, EPA may choose
to include waste recycling and reuse in the program because, in many instances, this
option will provide economic benefits to waste generators. The waste minimization
research program should not include waste treatment because it is already
addressed by other research programs.

The Committee concludes that initially focusing the program on hazardous
waste prevention (source reduction) and recycling is reasonable. The goal of
the program, however, must remain protection of human health and the environment,
rather than changes that merely result in avoiding the regulatory classification
of a "hazardous waste."

The Committee believes that medium-sized generators (plants that
generate 10,000 to 100,000 kilograms of hazardous wastes per month) could
benefit most from waste minimization technology-transfer efforts because
they often are not aware of waste minimization options and because implementing
promising waste minimization options at such plants could have a significant
impact on waste generation nationally. Among medium-sized waste generators,
the Committee believes that the emphasis of technology-transfer efforts
should be on users of chemicals, as opposed to chemical manufacturers because
users may lack the chemical engineering expertise to develop waste minimization
approaches.

EPA should not, however, exclude larger companies from its public awareness
efforts. Even though larger companies have greater financial and technical
resources to pursue waste minimizatioo without direct EPA involvment, many
could benefit from Agency guidance on how to apply those resources toward
meaningful efforts. In developing and implementing the Agency's program, EPA
should continue to seek the assistance of more progressive companies that are
actively implementing waste minimization. The experiences of such companies
could also help their customers and other generators to begin waste minimization
efforts.

A specific suggestion for waste prevention (source reduction) opportunities
that should be encouraged by EPA, other than those suggested in the ORD Strategy,
is the design of new products that will minimize waste generatioo by customers
or users of these products such as solvent users.
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Sectors that the Committee believes should not be the initial focus of
EPA'S waste minimization program include:

o Smaller generators (facilities generating up to 10,000 kilograms of
hazarcbus waste per month), because of the total quantities of waste
they generate, both individually and in the aggregate.

o Solvent recovery, which is already a well-established industry.

o Electroplaters, for whom many innovative solutions have already been
suggested in response to cegulatory concerns.

The Committee concludes that the practice of conducting extramural research
is soundl however, the COIIIllittee reCOlllllends against 'allocating limited
resources for waste minimization research solely to specified university
research centers. A competitive process (such as using Requests For Proposals,
canpetitive grants, and unsolicited proposals, for example) will better assure
ORO access to the best people in the various relevant fields, including those at
universities. The Committee also recommends that research projects selected for
funding have the possibility of some short-term applications, but not to the
exclusion of longer-term, high-risk/high gain endeavors.

The Committee strongly believes that it is important for EPA, private
industry, and universities to work cooperative1y.to incorporate training in
environmental issues into the curricula of a number of diSciplines relevant to
waste management and generation. It is critical that much more integrated views
of product desig:l, production processes, waste generation, product handling and
use, non-engineering approaches, cost-effectiveness, and pollution control that
relate to waste minimization be developed in such fields as environmental,
chemical process and petroleum engineeringl business and economicsl public
policy1 and law. Pollution control - much less environmental protection 
cannot oontinue to be thought of only as "end-of-pipe" treatment. The integrated
curricula that the Committee recommends would not require separate courses on
topics such as source reduction and waste audits. Rather, the COIIIllittee recom
mends teaching the implications for waste generation of actions not traditionally
associated with wastes.

EPA should work actively with groups such as the National Research Comcil,
the National Science Foundation, the American Institute for Chemical Engineers,
the Association of Environmental Engineering Professors, the Accreditation Board
for Engineering and Technology, and the American Academy of Environmental Engineers
to ad\lOOcate such changes. EPA may also want to consider developing waste minimiza
tion resource materials that could be incorporated into courses, or encourage
cooperative research between universities and industry through the.design of
selected projects or contracts•.

The Committee recognizes that EPA expects to expand the funding of the waste
minimization program four-fold (Appendix A, Option B) over the level considered
when it was last reviewed under the Alternative Technologies Research program. 2
Congressional activities on waste minimization 3,4,5 and on EPA research budgets
also portend additional funding. The EPA research authorization bill,S for
example, specifically recommends funds for waste reduction efforts (for state

.'
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grant prograns and infonnation disseminatim). The Conmittee endorses
this expanded support since it is likely to provide significant benefits, as
demonstrated in a few pioneering efforts6 (see also Appendix B).

In some instances, waste minimization offers not only better environmental
protection but also economic savings. However, with the billions of dollars
that this country spends each year on traditional hazardous waste control an::!
clean up, EPA, the Office of Management and the Congress sould consider additional
funding (beyond option B in ORO's Strategy) for this fundamentally important
program - the only Agency program that directly supports the most preferable
waste management option.

The COITllIi ttee believes that the proposed Federal facilities program
(\'/REAFS) is cost-effective and has the potential to demonstrate important
waste minimization alternatives. Government facilities include many industrial
processes used elsewhere, and cooperation by other Federal agencies can facilitate
access to operations. Joint projects also offer the opportunity to leverage
EPA furds. Such projects should be pursued as soon as possible because they
offer the prospect of short-term payoffs using only limited EPA funds.

The Conmittee agrees with the general consensus that much waste minimi- ,.
zation and, in fact much waste generation prevention, can be achieved with
existing technologies and methods6,7 (see also Appendices A & B). Therefore,
the proposed innovative technology program (WRITE) should definitely not be
restricted only to "innovative" methods (and may need to be retitled). ~
Committee believes that the immediate challenge of waste minimization is to
bridge the gap between the state-of-the-art and the state-of-practice. The
ORO program should focus on (but should not be limited to) ways of obtaining
information about currently available technologies and applications and
directing them into the field, such as described in the proposed technical
assistance program (WRTAP). In addition, the focus of these projects need
not be on technical options per se, as many non-technical options can aChieve
significant results. The WRITE program should be implemented primarily
through non-regulatory state programs.

The Conmittee strongly encourages the use of waste minimization audits.
Such audits provide a systematic means of evaluating waste minimization
cpportunities at a plant. The Committee supports the development of an
audit manual by ORO. Once this manual is complete, however, audit programs
should be implemented by state programs, and ORO monies should be shifted to
state and technical support.

The Waste Reduction Institute for Senior Executives (WRISE) should serve
as a valuable resource. Not only should such individuals be able to provide
early advice to the Agency and provide valuable real world perspectives, but
they will also be able to serve as ambassadors for the program to help respond
to the lack of information and fear of change that currently constrains waste
minimizatioo. The Institute should be established early in EPA' s program.
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II. INlRODUCl'ICX!I

In January 1987, Dr. John Skinner, Director of the Office of Environmental
Engineering and Technology Demonstration within EPA's Office of Research and
Development, requested that the Science Advisory Board review ORO's Waste
Minimization Strategy. The SAB Executive Coomittee accepted this request and
assigned the review to the Environmental Engineering Coomittee (mc) because
of the EEC's experience. expertise, and interest in the topic. This review
also followed an earlier EEC evaluation of waste minimization when it was a
part of the Alternative Technologies Research Program.

On March 5 I 1987 Dr. Thomas Hauser and Mr. Harry Freeman of ORD and
Mr. James Berlow and Ms. Elaine Eby of the Office of Solid waste introduced
the Committee to their respective waste minimization activities. At a May
11-12 meeting, Dr. Hauser and Mr. Freeman presented more detailed information
to the Committee and discussed specific questions for the Committee to consider
(see Appendix C). At the May 12 meeting, the Conmittee also discussed waste
minimization with representatives from the Office of Solid Waste, the Congres
sional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), and North Carolina's Pollution
Prevention Pays Program.

The Committee requested additional information from am and CSW and
formed a subcoomittee to continue deliberations and write a draft report.
The mellbarship of the Subcommittee and the entire Coomittee appears in Appendix
D. The Subcommittee's report was discussed and approved by the full Colllllittee
and subsequently by the SAB Executive Committee on October 8.

III. EVALUATICX!I OF THE ORO WASTE MINIMIZATICX!I STRA'rOOY

A. General Comments

The ORO Waste Minimization Strategy is a modest, yet promising, attempt
at responding to several aspects of the Agency's 1986 Report to Congress:
Minimization of Hazardous Waste. The am Strategy, however, is not an Agency
wide effort. The Committee views it as a more narrowly conceived program plan
for a subset of topics. AlthoUgh the Report to Congress is somewhat lIDre
comprehensive, it does not contain a clear approach for action, nor does it
provide any concrete program plans. am, osw, and other offices within the
Agency should work cooperatively to develop a lIDre comprehensive waste
minimization strategy, from which individual, yet coordinated, program plans
can be designed. The Committee also believes that the Agency should develop
an EPA-wide waste minmization strategy while development of the ORO waste
minimization program progresses.

A waste minimization strategy should not be restricted to hazardous
waste. Although EPA efforts respond to the current, limited legislative
requirements on the minimization of hazardous waste, the strategy should
be broadly conceived. A narrower focus creates the opportunity to merely
shift pollution outside of the defined focus, and to miss other substances
that may be more important to control or reduce. For waste minimization,
waste Should be defined as any non-product substance, including solids,

.'
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liquids, and gases, that leaves a production prOCess or a site of product
h.;ndling or use. Such releases should include both point and diffused sources.

The Agency's waste minimization efforts should be designed within the
treader context of all types of waste management. The COlIIIlittee strongly
advocates a more integrated and hierarchical view of waste management that
includes (in order of the most preferable):

(1) Waste Prevention (or Source Reduction): prevention (or reductial) of
waste generation at the source, through improved management practices
or through changes such as process nr:>dificatiro, product reformulation,
new product design, and input substitution. (This is similar to
OTA's use of the term "waste reduction").6,7

(2) Waste Recycling and Reuse: on-site or off-site beneficial use of
"wastes" in any manner, fot example, recovery of raw materials or
energy.

(3) Waste Treatment: any type of process (including various chemical,
physical, thermal, and biological processes) designed to substantially
reduce the potential harmful effects (not only toxicity) of a substance
on human health or the environment.

(4) Disposal of Final Residues: only a very "few practical treatment
processes can convert 100 percent of a waste into harmless compounds.
There will continue to be residues that must be properly disposed.

This approach is reasonably consistent with the Agency's 1976 (pre-RCRA) policy
statement1 that emphasizes waste reduction as lIDSt desirable and land disposal
as least desirable. In practice, however, Agency programs have not emphasized
waste prevention (source reduction), nor has E:l?A regularly considered cross
media impacts.

Because any comprehensive waste management strategy, including a waste
minimization strategy, consists of so many different types of substances and
types of pollution, it should be an Agency-wide strategy. Many parts of the
Agency will have a role in such a broad-based strategy. In additim, waste
minimization requires a fundamental shift in attitudes and perceptions.
These shifts are unlikely to occur without an agressive, visible, and proactive
Agency cOlllOitment. The Canmittee believes that, given current resources, EPA' s
waste minimization research program can most productively focus upon waste
prevention (source reduction) and recovery/reuse/recycling. Waste prevention
is the option that has not been directly supported to date. The program should
not include treatment research because it is already addressed by other ORO
research programs.

The Committee also believes that initially focusing the program on
hazardous waste reduction and recycling is reasonable because: (a) useful
information has already been generated in response to hazar<bus waste manage
ment requirements; (b) the focus of Os,w's Report to Congress is hazardous

.'
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wastes; and (c) there are often econanic incentives to avoid hazardous waste
regulations. Focusing on hazardous waste, however, does not mean that the
goal of the program is to affect changes that produce substances that are no
longer legally classified as "hazardous," yet may create harmful effects.
The goal of the program must remain protection of human health and the environ
ment.

B. Specific Responses to am's Questions

Appendix C identifies eleven questions that the Office of Research and
Development has asked the Science Advisory Board to address. The responses
below are organized by question number, as they were subnitted.

1. Definitions and Focus

The Canmittee supports a broad definition of waste minimization as
presented by ORD to mean "any reduction of wastes going to disposal - whether
through source reduction, through on-site or off-site recycling, or even
through treatment of wastes to reduce volume, mass, or toxicity (or other
hazard)". As discussed earlier, the Canmittee strongly advocates a mre "
integrated and hierarchical view of waste management.

Although all waste management alternatives are important, the COII'lllittee
strongly believes that EPA's waste minimization program should focus on the
mst desirable option: waste prevention or reduction (as discussed above).
From a practical standpoint, EPA may choose to include waste recovery, recycling
and reuse in the program because, in many instances, this option will also provide
economic benefits to waste generators. The waste minimization program should not
include waste treatment, which is addressed by other research programs, and
should not duplicate recycling/reuse programs that are well established.

TO avoid confusion on the desirability of -various options, the coamittee
recommends that EPA (in coordination with other interested parties) clarify
the terminology used for waste minimization practices. For example, "waste
reduction" and "source reduction" are apparently used interchangably. The
Coamittee prefers the use of the term "waste prevention" for such practices.

2. Initial Emphasis - By Industry, By Size?

The Comnittee recommends that all sizes and types of generators (including
government facilities, such as those of the Department of Defense and Department
of Energy) should be included in this program. The fragmentation of large
companies into individual operating plants with virtual autonomy may make
size a less relevant factor.

To establish initial priorities within a waste minimization program, EPA
should consider establishing criteria for selecting specific waste streams
and/or industrial sectors. The EPA should also seek cooperative R&D projects
with Department of Defense, Department of Energy, and other government facilities.
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As a starting point, the Committee believes that medium-sized generators
(plants that generate 10,000 to 100,000 kilograms of hazardous wastes per
month) could benefit most from waste minimization technology-transfer efforts
because they often are not aware of waste minimization options and because
implementing promising waste minimization options could have a significant
impact on waste generation nationally. Among medium-sized waste generators,
the Committee believes that the emphasis of technology-transfer efforts
should be on users of chemicals, as opposed to chemical manufacturers because
users may lack the chemical engineering expertise to develop waste minimization
approaches. A specific suggestion for waste prevention (source reduction)
opportunities that should be encouraged by EPA, other than those suggested
in the ORO Strategy, is the design of new products that will minimize
waste generation by customers or users of these products, such as solvent
users.

EPA should not, however, exclude larger companies from its public
awareness efforts. Even though larger canpanies have greater financial and
technical resources to pursue waste minimization without direct EPA involv
ment, many could benefit from Agency guidance on how to apply those resources
toward meaningful efforts. In developing and implementing the Agency's
program, EPA should continue to seek the assistance of more progressive .'
oompanies that are actively implementing waste minimization. The experiences
of such companies could also help their customer.. and other generators to
begin waste minimization efforts.

EPA could consider targeting industries that use chemicals, but have
little expertise in the chemistry of waste management. Such industries
include the aerospace, electronics and metal fabrication industries. In
addition, EPA may want to consider the feasibility of implementing waste
minimization practices by initially selecting companies or industries. By
beginning in industries that are most receptive, and on processes likely to
generate positive results, EPA can establish a solid foundation for its
program.

Sectors that the Committee believes should not be the initial focus of
EPA's waste minimization program include:

o Smaller generators (facilities generating up to 10,000 kilograms of
hazardous waste per month), because of the total quantities
of waste they generate, both individually and in the aggregate.

o Solvent recovery, which is already a well established industry.

o Electroplaters, for whom many imovative solutions have already been
suggested in response to regulatory concerns.

3. WRITE Program - Evaluation and Demonstration Projects

Successful waste prevention (source reducticn) experiences will be a useful
component of an Agency program. Most of the initial benefits will be achieved
with existing teChnologies but may be small in relation to total waste generation.
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Data bases containing information about such efforts should continue to be
developed. In addition to existing technologies, however, the waste mini
mization research program should maintain some recognition that new technologies
and other scientific and engineering advances may be important to lenger-term
efforts and may ultimately have a greater impact (see t8, below).

The canmittee agrees that a reluctance by some companies to disclose
the details of successful methods is a difficult problem. For waste prevention
(source reduction) efforts that involve commercially proprietary information,
there is probably little hope of obtaining disclosure of such informatim. In
other instances, however, EPA should consider positive publicity (such as EPA
or Presidential awards) as a potentially important incentive for ccmpanies
to disclose successful methods. A good and workable audit protocol should
also reduce industry's concern about EPA's efforts (see no, below).

4. WRRS Program - EPA-Funded University Research Programs

The Comnittee believes that the practice of conducting extramural research
is sound; however, it recomnends against giving its limited waste minimization
resources only to two research centers. The COllU1ittee believes that a canpetitive
process (such as using requests for p:-oposals, competitive grants, and unsolicited
proposals) will better assure ORO access to the best people in the various .'
relevant fields. It also reccmnends that some of the research projects selected
for funding have the possibility of sane short-term applications (see f8, below),
although the ccmmittee <Des not underestimate the importance of longer-range
high riskjhigh gain endeavors. The maximum proposed funding ($300,000 per year)
would support, at most, three technically sound, creative, and useful research
projects.

5. University Curricula

The Ccmmittee strongly believes that it is important for EPA, private
industry, and universities to work cooperatively to incorporate training
in envircnmental issues into the curricula of a nUllber of disciplines relevant
to waste management and generatim. It is critical that much more integrated
views of product design, production processes, waste generation, product
handling and use, non-engineering approaches, cost-effectiveness, and pollution
control that relate to waste minimization be developed in such fields as environ
mental, chemical process and petroleum engineering; business and economics;
public policy; and law. Pollution control-much less environmental protectien
-cannot continue to be thought of only as "en:i-of-pipe" treatment.

Most engineers are trained narrowly, often to optimize only one objective
such as product yield or removal efficiency. Within some disciplines, there
may be no understanding of pollution issues as an important social and economic
conSideration, even in the traditionally narrow context of facility or process
design. * Process diagrams should not show "waste" as an unidentified, undescribed
arrow with no fate. Exogenous flows must be considered and system boundaries
must be designed to include them.

* For example, at ORO's waste minimization workshop,S one participant re
counted meeting with a recent class of graduating chemical engineers, in
which not one student knew the meaning of the acronym "RCRA," the statute
that authorizes much of this nation's hazardous waste regulations.
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The integrated curricula that the COlllllittee recOl11llends would not require
separate courses on topics such as source reduction and waste audits. Rather,
it recomnends teaching the implications for waste, generation of actions not
traditiooal1y associated with wastes. This should no more be an add-on to
traditional curricula than pollution control should be an ad:t-on to traditional
producticn.

In order to encourage enlightened educators to expand the areas of
inquiry for future students, many organizations must actively promote a
broader view. EPl\ should wort actively with grouPS such as the National
Research Council, the National Science Foundatioo, the l\merican Institute for
Chemical Engineers, the Association of Environmental Engineering Professors, the
Accreditatioo Board for Engineering afrl Technology, and the American Academy of
Environmental Engineers to advocate such changes. EPA may also want to consider
developing waste minimization resource materials that could be incorporated into
courses, or encourage cooperative research between universities and industry
through the design of selected projects or contracts.

6. Allocat ion of Resources

The Committee reviewed two alternative funding proposals (see Awendix A).
Both proposals involved $12.8 million over three' years, with approximately 7
to 9 people (FrEs) per year, .. cTp!'!S'e pt'OQOSalsincltJied only funding for ._
EPA's Office of Research and Developmertt: (riitich Ol which would be passed 00

to state programs). The table below summarizes ORO's "Option B" and the
committee' 5 recommendations. The Conmittee developed its reCOllll1E!ndations
as percentages. The bullets after the table briefly discuss the reCOllll1E!ndatioos:

Proposed Budget for ORO Waste Minimization Strategy
(see Appendix A)

($lOOOs, Fiscal Year 1988)

Program ORO Proposal Sl\B ReCOIIII1E!ndat ion*

WRITE (Imovative Technology)
Large Projects 100 285 (State Support)
Sb WRITE 300
Analyt ical Methods 0
R&D Support 0 30 (ORD Support)

(Total WRITE) 400 315 (35%)

WREAPS (Federal Facilities) 50 90 (lOt)

WRAP (Audit) 400 0 ( 0%)

WRRS (Research) 0 180 (20t)

WRTAP (Technical Assistance> 0 270 (30%)

WRISE (Senior Executives) 50 45 5% )

'IOl'AL : 900 900**

* Note discussions in text about recommended nature of some programs.
** See text below
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o As noted previously, the COlllOittee believes that the WRITE program
should address, facilities other than small generators.

o As discussed be low (in response to Question 8), the WRITE program
should not be restricted to only innovative methods.

o As shown in the table, the COll'lllittee endorses implementing WRITE
projects by providing support to the states. State waste minimization
and technical assistance programs, particularly non-regulatory programs
such as the one in North Carolina reported to the CCIlIIIIittee, have been
very effective. Such programs can be tailored to local problems. In
additioo, industry is often more willing to work with such programs
than with EPA.

o The Committee believes that the WREAFS program is cost-effective and
has the potential to demonstrate important waste minimization
alternatives. Government facilities include many industrial processes
used elsewhere, and cooperation by other Federal agencies can facilitate
access to operations. Joint projects also offer the opportunity to
leverage EPA funds. Such projects should be pursued as soon as possible
because they offer the prospect of short-term payoffs using only limited
EPA funds.

o The COll1lIittee believes that funds should be shifted from the WRAP
program to more general technical assistance (WRrAP) after the waste
minimization audit protocol is completed in Fiscal Year 1987 (see
Section C, "Other Issues").

o The WRRS program was discussed in response to Questioo 4.

o The WRISE program is discussed below in response to Questioo 11.

The Committee recognizes that EPA expects to expand the funding of the
waste minimization program four-fold (Appendix A, Optioo B) over the level
considered when it last reviewed this program as part of the Alternative Tech
nologies Research Program. Congressional activities on waste minimization 3,4,5
and cn EPA research budgets also portend additional .funding. The EPA research
authorization bill,S for example, specifically reconmends research funds for
waste reduction efforts (for state grant programs and informatioo dissemination).
The conmittee endorses this expanded support since it is likely to provide
significant benefits, as demonstrated in a few pioneering efforts.6 (See also
Appendix B).

In some instances, waste minimization offers not only better environmental
protection, but economic savings as well. However, with the billions of dollars
that this country spends each year on traditional hazardous waste control and
clean up, EPA, the Office of Management ard Budget and the Congress should
consider additional funding (beyond Option B in am's Strategy) for this
fundamentally important program-the ooly Agency program that directly supports
the most preferable waste management optioo.

.'
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7. Outputs of the WRITE Program

Because a lack of information on waste minimization opportunities is a
major constraint for industry, dissemination of the information generated by
this program is criticall however, the Committee believes that conducting
research projects as open public demonstrations does not serve any important
purpose. Availability of project descriptions and results, in conjunction
with other technical assistance activities, is sufficient. The output data
from the WRITE program should undergo the Quality AssuranceIQuality Control
(OA/QC) process and third party evaluatioos to ensure its usefulness.

8. E\!J2hasis on "Innovative" Methods?

Much waste minimization and, in fact much waste prevention, can be achieved
with existing technologies and methods. G,7 (See also Appendices A &B). Thus,
the WRITE program should not be restricted only to "innovative" methods. The
immediate challenge of waste minimization is to bridge the gap between the
state-of-the-art and the state-of-practice. The ORO program should focus
upon (but not be limited to) the means for identifying and evaluating
opportunities, and transmitting informatioo about currently available technologies
into the field. In addition, the focus of these projects need not be on .'
technical options per se, as many non-technical options can achieve significant
results (e.g., good housekeeping and inventory practices).

It is possible, however, that the kinds of waste prevention measures
that produce early results may not produce the most significant results. For
example, some experts believe that important results will come from major process
changes that will take at least five years to develop and implement. 9 Further
more, a major process change is a high riskjhigh gain endeavor. The WRITE
program should include some innovative and long-term projects and address
ways to encourage industry to undertake such endeavors.

9. Any Significant Areas Related to Technical Barriers Not Addressed?

Specific needs not addressed by the CllD Strategy include existing product
reformulatioo, new product design, developing information on the true costs
(including potential liability costs) of waste management options, and
implementation issues. These needs may not be a part of a waste minimization
research program, but are relevant to an overall EPA waste minimization
program.

Another significant area that has not been addressed is development of
criteria for success. How will the EPA know that the program has been successful?
Some kind of data base needs to be kept to document how much waste prevention
has occurred, in what industries, for what waste, and by what methods. It will
be a major research task to develop methods of measuring waste minimization.

More generally, as discussed above, the Cormtittee is coocerned about
the potential for the strategy to be too narrowly focused. The Agency should
consider waste minimization in the broadest context, including consideration
of non-hazardous wastes and consideration of non-technical barriers and
solutions. There is nothirg wrong with a program that focuses on certain
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aspects of a broader probleml however, without a broader strategy, it is
impossible to tell whether the selected aspects are the most important ones.
In ad::litia'l, without a broader strategy, the linkage between important canponents
may be missing.

10. Involvment of Regulatory Agencies

The Conmittee believes that industry's cmcem about enforcement problem:;
from regulatory agencies is an important constraint. This real or perceived
concern can inhibit participation in waste minimization activities, not only
by industries whose compliance is poor, but also by those that have good
compliance records. To the extent possible, this program should be implemented
throu'1l non-regulatory state agencies. State waste minimization programs that
have teen implemented through nen-regulatory groups, such as North Carolina's
program, have achieved good progress in encouraging waste minimization.

Additional suggestions to reduce such fears include written agreements
for demonstration projectsl avoiding identification of specific facilities when
documenting resultsl establishing broad-based cooperative projects among
universities, agencies, consulting engineers, and industryl using "Senior
Executives" (see below) to promote the programl and simply avoiding reluctant
facilities initially and, instead, focusing on more forward-looking companies
that are willing to participate. After the program establishes a positive
track record, such problens should diminiSh.

11. Merits of the Proposed WRISE

The Waste Reduction Institute for Senior Executivp.s should serve as a
valuable resource. Not only should such individuals be able to provide early
cdvice to the Agency and valuable real-world perspectives, they will be able
to serve as ambassadors for the program to help respond to the lack of infor
mation and fear of change that constrains waste minimizatien. The Institute
should be established early in EPA' s program. Members should include actively
employed individuals. Retired persons can provide valuable insi<jlts based on
their experience and the perspective gained by their removal from day-to-day
responsibilities. Industrial and high-level environmental or chemical process
management experience should be stressed.

The Committee is divided on recommendations for the best affiliation for
such an institute. Some members recommend housing the Institute in a
governmental organization, such as EPA's Office of Research and Development.
Others support affiliation with professional or scientific organizations such
as the Naticna! Research Council or the National Science Foundat ion. Caution
is recommended, however, in housing the Institute in a trade organization or
professional society with a bias towards and substantial interest iil perpetuating
the traditional engineering approaches to (and preferences for) end-of-pipe
polluticn ccntml. other members recommend that the Institute be an independent
body. The Institute's affilation should be designed to make it a prestigious
entity, which the Committee believes is important to industry's willingness to
consider EPA's advice on waste minimizatia'l.

.'
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C. Other Issues Identified by the Conmittee

1. Waste Minimization Audits

The Cc:xnmittee strongly encourages the use of waste minimization audits. *
Such audits provide a systematic means for evaluating waste minimizatioo
opportunities at a plant. The committee supports the development of an
audit manual by ORO. Once this manual is canplete, however, audit programs
sh::>u1d be implemented by state programs, and am nonies should be shifted to
state and technical support. ORO should consider the potential problems
created by inexperienced or unqualified "auditors." Development of auditor
qualifications or certification may be a way to reduce such problems. The
Committee also supports ORO's use of the audit review/advisory COIlIllittee.
That comnittee is well-constituted and should provide ORO with constructive advice.

2. Non-Technical Barriers

The most il111lediate barriers to waste minimization efforts are non-technical
issues, such as proper economic analysis and institutional, organizatiooal,
behavioral, and infOl:1l1ational barriers. 6,7 (see also Awendices A & B).
ORD should consider a potential role in these areas, particularly in developing .'
and making available for general use engineering cost data for waste minimization
alternatives.

Economic factors are clearly a critical consideration in business decisions.
EPA should re-evaluate its waste minimization program to ensure that adequate
cost data on waste management alternatives are available and accessible.
Such costs should include full and indirect costs, such as potential
environmental liabilities and start-up costs.

3. Developing Consensus Standards

The emerging field of waste minimization needs consensus standards.
Sectioo B of this report, for example, discusses the need for consistent and
clear terminology. HOI\' to count and track waste minimization and more complete
cost accounting (e. g, to include liability costs) are other issues potentially
amenable to discussion by consensus standards groups.

4. Waste Management .Information Systems

Related to the last two issues is the need for better evaluation and
planning by waste generators. Waste minimization aooits are certainly one
means to make a one-time evaluation. More continuous and detailed tracking
of wastes could be achieVed by waste management information systEDlS. ORO may
want to consider the usefulness of and feasibility of developing such systems.

*The term audit is often used to describe a comparison to accepted guidelines
or standards. In the context of waste minimizaticn, however, audits are a
more general evaluation designed to highlight waste minimization opportunities.
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BRIEFING DOCUMENT

WASTE MINIMIZATION STRATEGY DOCUMENT

Introduction

This document outlines and explains a proposed strategy for converting
into action some of the proposals contained in the EPA's Re~ort to con¥ress-
Minimization of Hazardous Waste, submitted to the Congressn October 986.
the programs proposed 1n th1S Strategy are designed to contribute to the
reduction of technical barriers identified by the EPA as impeding the
adoption of waste minimization in the U.S. The Strategy does not address
regUlatory and economic barriers, the other two types of barriers highlighted
by the Agency in the Report to COngress.

Background

There is a national policy in the United States to eliminate the
generation of hazardous waste. The U.S. Congress stated in the Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 to the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976:

The Congress hereby declares it to be the national
policy of the united States that, wherever feasible,
the generation of hazardous waste is to be reduced or
eliminated as expeditiously as possible. Waste that
is nevertheless generated should be treated, stored or
disposed of so as to minimize the present and future
threat to human health and the environment.

Reflecting the intent of this policy, there have been adopted by the EPA
and other public agencies similar variations of the hierarchy shown below as
a gUide for hazardous waste management options:

1. Source reduction: reduce the amount of waste at the Source through
changes in industrial processes;

2. Waste separation and concentration: isolate hazardous materials from
mixtures in WhiCh they occur;

3. Waste exchange: transfer wastes through clearinghouses so that
they can be recycled in industrial processes;

4. Energy/material recovery: reuse and recycle wastes for the original
or some other purpose, such as for materials recovery or energy
production;

5. Incineration/treatment: destroy, detoxify, and neutralize wastes
into less harmful substances; and

• •



WASTE MINIMIZATION STRATEGY DOCUMENT

Introduction

This document outlines and explains a proposed strategy for converting
into action some of the proposals contained in the EPA's Report to Congress··
Minimization of Hazardous Waste, submitted to the Congress 1n OCtober 1986.
The programs proposed 1n th1S Strategy are designed to contribute to the
reduction of technical barriers identified by the EPA as impeding the
adoption of waste minimization in the U.S. The Strategy does not address
regulatory and economic barriers, the other two types of barriers highlighted
by the Agency in the Report to Congress.

Background

There is a national policy in the United States to eliminate the
generation of hazardous waste. The U.S. Congress stated in the Hazardous
and SOlid Waste Amendments of 1984 to the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976:

The Congress hereby declares it to be the national
policy of the United States that, wherever feasible.
the generation of hazardous waste is to be reduced or
eliminated as expeditiously as_possible. Waste that
is nevertheless generated should be treated, stored or
disposed of so as to minimize the present and future
threat to human health and the environment.

Reflecting the intent of this policy. there have been adopted by the EPA
and other public agencies similar variations of the hierarchy shown below as
a guide for hazardous waste management options:

1. SOurce reduction: reduce the amount of waste at the source through
changes in industrial processes;

2. Waste separation and concentration: isolate hazardous materials from
mixtures in which they occur;

3. Waste exchange: transfer wastes through clearinghouses so that
they can be recycled in industrial processes;

4. Energy/material recovery: reuse and recycle wastes for the original
or Some other purpose. such as for materials recovery or energy
production;

5. Incineration/treatment: destroy. detoxify. and neutralize wastes
into less harmful substances; and
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6. Secu~e land disposal: deposit wastes on land using volume ~eduction.

encapsulation. leachate containment. monito~ing. and cont~olled
ai~ and surface/subsu~face wate~ releases ••

The term -waste minimization" has been defined differently by different
organizations. The USEPA. in its October 1986 Report to Congress on the
minimization of hazardous waste. defined waste minimization as:

The reduction. to the extent feasible. of hazardous
waste that is generated o~ subsequently treated.
stored. o~ disposed of. It includes any source
~eduction or recycling activity undertaken by a
generator that results in either: (1) the reduction
of total volume or quantity of hazardOUS waste or
(2) the reduction of toxicity of hazardous waste.
or both. so long as the reduction is consistent
with the goal of minimizing present and future
threats to human health and the environment.

In addition to the EPA Report to Congress. other stUdies by the Office
of Technology Assessment. the EPA's SCience Advisory Board. the National
Research Council and others have shown general agreement that an EPA program .'
to encourage industry to accelerate its efforts to reduce the generation of
wastes shOuld be an important Agency objective. EPA's efforts should support
and catalyze both the development and industry acceptance of industrial
manufacturing and production techniques and recycling methods (both in.process
and otherwise) that will produce less waste and/or less.hazardous waste for
treatment and disposal.

At least ten of the states have initiated rather significant programs
to encourage industries within their boundaries to reduce waste generation.
Most of the ideas contained in this proposed Agency strategy are based on
successful programs that have been undertaken by the various states. COn
sequently. the programs and experiences of these states wil" be utilized by
the Agency in structuring the federal programs proposed in this document.
The success of t~is strategy will be baSed to a great extent on the success
of the Agency in incorporating the states as partners in the effort.

Although it is really quite difficult to know with certainty how much
industrial waste could be eliminated through stepped-up waste minimization
programs. it is strongly suspected that the amounts are very significant.
The EPA Report to COngress contained data that suggested that. in general.
industry could still reduce their hazardous waste streams by 20 to 30 per
cent. The EPA and OTA pOlicy studies include many examples of successful
wast~ minimization activities. The Massachusetts League of Women Voters
has COmpiled reports regarding 20 to 30 of the major companies in the
country that show that waste minimization on the order of 30 to 50 percent
is not at all out of the ordinary when waste minimization has been actively
supported by a company's management. The OTA has suggested that a goal of
10 percent waste reduction annually for the next 5 years for the country
as a whole is not beyond achievement. .

*This S1x-polnt hlerarchy is contained in 41 FR 35050. August 18. 1976•

•
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Whatever the EPA does in this area. it will be done with full consideration
of the propri.tary and free enterprise nature of U.S. industry. If hazardous
waste generators. i •••• a broad segment of the industrial community of this
nation. do not cooperate and participate. there will not be much accomplished.
In addition. if .nvironmental groups and the public sector are not informed
and involved. the public's expectations may well exceed practically achlevable
results or. on the other hand. waste minimization may somehow be constrUed by
these groups as "avoiding pollution control responsibilities."

The Current EPA Waste Minimization Program

Office of Solid Waste. For the past two years, the Office of Solid
Waste (OSA) has been actlvely involved in the area of waste minimization.
In OCtober of 1986. the EPA submitted the Report to COngress on the minimization
of hazardous waste. The report was the culmination of an extensive study
conducted by OSW on source reduction and recycling techniques. the two primary
elements of waste minimization. The goal of this study was to profile current
waste minimization practices by the industrial sector and make estimates on
current and future trends in waste minimization. In addition. the study
identified the current incentives and disincentives (i.e., economic. regulatory
and technical) Which exist for waste minimization. ,-

For the next several years, the OSW will be developing and implementing
the Agency's waste minimization program which was introduced in the Report to
Congress. The goal of this program is to promote the national policy established
in the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 regarding the minimization
of hazardous waste.

As it is presently structured, the program has two principal objectives:
(1) evaluate the need for regulations for waste minimization and present this
evaluation along with appropriate recommendations in a report to Congress in
1990; and (2) foster the use of waste minimization through technology transfer
and information dissemination activities. In order to achieve this goal. OSW
has developed its FY87 and FY88 programs to focus on the tasks of gathering
information and data to establish trends in waste minimization and developing
information dissemination/technology transfer activites.

Office of Research and Development. The Office of Research and Develop
ment lORO) has supported a smal I waste minimization extramural program over the
past few years. cooperated with the states of North Carolina and Minnesota in
supporting programs to assist small businesses to minimize their wastes and
cooperated with the Governmental Refuse COllection and Disposal Association
(GRCDA). a trade aSSOCiation conCerned with prOViding technical assistance to
small ,waste generators. Modest funding for the two state and trade association
cooperative agreements has totaled $420K over two fiscal years. Matching funds
by the states has brought a significant increase in the funding to allow for a
SUbstantial federal-state-private sector relationship.

ORO has also provided rather substantial support to one of the Agency's
Centers of Excellence. the Illinois Institute of Technology (lIT). to support
fundamental research into industrial waste elimination. The EPA has also
cooperated closely with the Tufts Center for Environmental Management to

."
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support various waste minimization studies and conferences. HWERL projects
to evaluate various recycling options in the printed circuit board industry
and several smaller projects to carry out waste minimization audit studies
at five manufacturing facilities have recently been completed. Currently.
as a continuation of the audit studies program. the ORO is supporting the
development of a manual to be used in carrying out waste minimization audits.
Funding for the audit program has remained constant at approximately $200K
per year for the past two fiscal years. The lIT program has expended some
$1.5 million since 1978 to support many broad-scale waste elimination
research projects and some $250.000 has been provided by the Agency to. the
Tufts Center to support waste minimization projects.

EPA Report to Congress

The aforementioned EPA Report to Congress concluded that while mandating
performance standards was not required at this time. -aggressive action in
favor of waste minimization is clearly needed.- The report recommended an
approach based on a core waste minimization program. information gathering.
and some longer-term options. The core waste minimization program is a
seven-point program. Four of the points relate directly to dissolving tech~

nical barriers and provide the support for the individual programs outlined
in this Strategy Document. The four relevant points are:

1. Provision of technical and information assistance programs;

2. Assistance to States to develop direct technical assistance programs;

3. On~going broad R&D projects; and

4. Develop a waste minimization information system.

The conclusion of the Report to Congress stated:

Incentives for waste minimization are already strong.
so EPA must capitalize on them. Most lacking is access
by generators to the information that will demonstrate
the economic benefits of waste minimization to industry.
overcome logistical problems. and help develop creative
new approaches. This can be prOVided by a strong
technical assistance and information transfer effort.
which can achieve through voluntary means what would
be inefficient and possibly counterproductive to
attempt through regulation.

The individual programs outlined in this Strategy Document are intended
to expand the Agency's current hazarsous waste minimization activities to
provide the means for furthering waste minimization. While this Strategy
addresses just hazardous wastes as opposed to all wastes. it is felt that
there will be substantial spill-over effects on the reduction of air and
water pollution discharges as well •

.'
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The goals of this Strategy are to:

1. Pra.ote a national waste minimization poli,y;

2. Convert into a,tion the goals and poli'ies of the EPA Report to
Congress; and

3. Provide a te,hni,al foundation for furthering the a,ceptance of
technologies that reduce hazardous waste generation•

..

The Proposed Program

The Strategy encompasses five individual programs.

1. Waste Reduction Innovative Technology Evaluations (WRITE) Program

Amajor program in the Strategy to evaluate and/or demonstrate
good ideas, processes, and technologies that achieve hazardous
waste minimization. Projects are to be' carried out at the facilities
of large and small businesses. Same cost sharing with small busineSSes "
may be appropriate.

2. Waste Reduction Evaluations at Federal Sltes (WREAFS)

Aseries of evaluation and demonstration projects for waste reduction
'onducted cooperatively by the EPA and various parts of the OOU,
DOE, and other Federal Agencies.

3. Waste Reduction Audit Protocols (WRAP) Program

A program to develop and test in actual manufacturing facilities,
waste reduction assessment procedures suitable for identifying
potential waste reduction opportunities. An individual subprogram
will be developed for each of the major hazardous waste generating
sectors.

4. Waste,Reduction Research Support (WRRS) Program

A program with the Illinois Institute of Technology to expand their
long-term research on the development of process ,hanges and substitute
feedstocks that will enhance waste management possibilities, and a
program with Tufts Center for Environmental Management to evaluate
market and regulatory mechanisms that affect waste minimization.

S. Waste Reduction Technical Assistance Program (WRTAP)

Acontractor-supported in-house activity to coo.rdinate and encourage
the dissemination of information on waste minimization that results
from the EPA programs, state programs, and other organizatio~s

that generate relevant information. Included in this program area
is the development and maintenance of an easily accessible data
bank for waste minimization techniques.

• • •
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Waste Reduction Innovative TeChnology Evaluations (WRITE) Program

Reducing the generation of hazardous wastes can be achieved in many
wayS. Process chemistry Can be changed; potential waste streams can be
recycled within a manufacturing process or back into the process; process
technology and/or equipment can be modified to produce products more
efficiently. resulting in less waste; plant operations. i.e•• "housekeeping"
methods. can be changed or controlled to produce fewer and smaller waste
streams or less waste in general: changes in raw materials (feedstocks)
can lead to fewer waste streams or less.hazardous waste streams; finally.
changes in the end products from manufacturing operations can. in some
instances. be made so as to affect the types and quantities of wastes
emitted. The early introduction of these and other waste reduction techniques
into broad commercial practice is the objective of the WRITE Program.

The WRITE Program is a program to involve the EPA with private industry
to encourage the development and/or demonstration of effective techniques
and technology for hazardous waste minimization. The program has two sub
programs--one. a program designed to allow the Agency to work with larQt
industries. and the other designed to allow the Agency to work with small
industries and State waste minimization programs. 58-WRITE. While both
subprograms involve the evaluation or demonstration of waste minimizing "
technology, only the 58-WRITE Program involves the awarding of any funds to
the industrial firms involved. The program for large businesses is based
more upon the model currently being used in the Agency's Superfund Innovation
Technology Evaluation (SITE) Program. i.e•• the EPA generally provides funds
to support only the evaluation of the demonstration and the generator assumes
the costs of carrying out the demonstration. The 58-WRITE Program would be
supported through cooperative agreements with State agencies.

Typical large projects might come through contacts with industry associa~

tions. state governments. professional aSSOCiations. or public solicitations.
The EPA's contributing support for evaluation expenses would depend upon the
project's having a wide applicability and a high 'chance of success or upon its
innovativeness. It is envisioned that EPA support would average on the order
of $250K per project. Efforts would be made to maintain active projects in
all of the major waste generating industry sectors.

A typical 58-WRITE project might consist of the demonstration of a new
source reduction technique at a small bUSiness. such as an electroplating shop.
The state agency would be responsible for the project award and monitoring.
An average of perhaps $25K per project would be provided. It is envisioned
that this amount would be leveraged conSiderably by the involved state and
the company. Some percentage of matching contributions would be a requirement
for the program.

The WRITE program is based upon the Agency's perception that a significant
disincentive to the acceptance of new processes is the lack of credible
technical information on the processes. The Report to Congress states.
"Finally the most significant technical barrier to waste minimization may
often be a lack of suitable information on source reduction and recyc1ing
techniques." The 100 or so projects that will result from this program will
contribute to lowering this barrier in several ways. First. the reports on

• •
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the projects will be aggressively marketed in the technical and industrial
communities through the WRTAP and similar technology transfer programs throughout
the country. Slcond, the projects will be designed as demonstration prOjects
which can be viewed as they are operating. This has proven to be an effective
means of facilitating new process adoption. Finally, the ,Agency's active
support of the WRITE Program wi 11 ill ustrate the degree of cOl1lllitment of the
EPA to encourage waste minimization. Historically, such an Agency Commitment
has had a significant multiplier effect on-encouraging environmental improvement
programs and has served to accelerate the development of mo~environmentally.

acceptable prOducts and processes.

The incentives for industrial participation are perceived to be: (1) their
interest in getting partial government subsidization for a waste minimization
project which, if they don't, one of their competitors might propose; (2)
their interest in both pUblic and Agency -gOOd will- by participating in a
publicized joint effort with the EPA to actually eliminate an environmental
or health hazard before it is created; (3) thetr_Jnterest in having EPA work
directly with them on a new waste minimization concept which they hope will
ultimately meet the RCRA manifest waste minimfzation requirements; or (4)
their interest in obtaining EPA's assistance in the evaluative procedures and
protocoIs associ ated wi th' a novel wasteIll1·o'kmut,i on -tech"i que. 'Al so" Agency
participation in a teChnology project would provide a considerable credibility
to any related delisting applications that might result.

One of the necessary ingredients in a successful waste minimization
development or demonstration project is the ability to measure the actual
reductions of hazardous wastes achieved. As the recent OTA report, Serious
Reduction of Hazardous Waste, states, "The best way to measure waste reduction
is to determine the changes in the absolute amounts of hazardous components."
For this purpose, various new or improved analytical methods will be required.~

methods that can work in process streams and in individual process waste
streams. Not all of the methods needed are available or able to perform with
adequate quality assurance. Therefore, some effort under this program will
have to be devoted to a methods development research activity specifically
aimed at supporting the needs of this program. Another necessary ingredient
is the ability to conduct specific R&D projects aimed at providing data which
would allow highly promising:waste minimization concepts to be explored.

It is planned that certain priority wastes or industries will be
identified as areas of emphasis in project selection. Input to emphasis
area identification will be provided by the various state minimization programs
and the Headquarters and Regional Offices of the EPA.

Waste' Reduction Evaluations at Federal Sites (WREAFS)

The various services within the Department of Defense are among the more
active organizations currently pursuing waste minimization as a broad management
strategy. other Federal agencies are, of course, also involved in waste
minimization. The manufacturing facilities operated by these agencies are
not unlike manufacturing facilities operated by the private sector. Thus,
there is significant potential for transfer of technology from Federal sites
to industrial organizations employing the same manufacturing operations •

.'
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WREAFS w111 provide a low-eost structure for involving the EPA in a
wide variety of projects already being funded by other Federal agencies.
EPA will play the role of information broker and/or advisor for other
agencies on project selection. evaluation methodologies and assessment of
potential environaental benefits. EPA cost for this program will. essentially.
be limited to staff time applied and necessary travel plus a small amount of
contractor support to reduce EPA's staff time.

Waste Reduction Audit Protocols (WRAP) Program

The HWERL is presently supporting a small program to develop and evaluate
waste minimization audits as tools for identifying opportunities for reducing
waste generation. This program produces reports on the applicability of
various auditing protocols for specific types of manufacturing facilities
and waste streams. To date. this activity has proven very useful. not only
as a means of developing the engineering and technical protocols required.
but also as a means of identifying. during the testing of the protocols in
prototype demonstrations. actual waste reduction opportunities Which can
be pursued by the companies cooperating in these.studies. Under this
strategy. this program will be accelerated and e~panded to incorporate
more types of waste-generating processes and more generic waste streams.

It is envisioned that subprograms will be developed for the WRAP Program
to reflect the differences among industries and that the results of these
subprograms will be the major subjects of a series of waste minimization
industry~specific seminars carried out in cooperation with various indUStry
and professional associations for the various industries.

Waste Reduction Research Support (WRRS) Program

The EPA Report to COngress emphasized that the movement of the country
from dependence on land disposal and to some degree. treatment. would be a
long-term proposition. It is believed that there is certainly a need for a
program to provide support for research and development related to generic
processes that might contribute to improving the state-of.the-art of waste
minimization technology. There is also a need to introduce into the academic
community an increased awareness of the potential of waste minimization as a
preferable environmental improvement strategy. Two EPA Centers of E~cellence

already exist which relate directly to waste minimization--the Industrial
Waste Elimination Research Center (IWERC) at lIT and the Center for Environ
mental Management (CEM) at Tufts university. It is proposed to work with
these two Centers to develop appropriate applied waste minimization research
activities. An important part of the WRRS Program will be the establishment
of a network of individuals on the faculties of many univerSities to act as
facilitators of ideas to enhance students' appreciation of waste minimization.
The WRRS Program will also be used to work with other parts of ORO to solicit
waste minimization research projects from the Small Business Innovative
Research Program and to encourage the appointment of scientists and engineers
with waste .minimization interests under the EPA's Distinguished Visiting
Scientists Program.

••
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Waste Reduction Technical Assistance Program (WRTAP)

Accelerattd information transfer to the ·user community· on waste
minimization is a critical requirement of the Strategy. Currently. although
there are some excellent technology transfer programs supported by a few
of the states, there is a need for a federal program to enable these states
and others to better utilize the results of existing and proposed waste
minimization activities. .

The WRTAP will serve to facilitate and coordinate this information
transfer process. Various mechanisms will be utilized inCluding brochures,
handbOOks, project summaries, seminars, short courses, training cassettes,
etc. Information on successful waste minimization methods and, to a degree,
on those which have not worked as well as expected, will be made available.
It is anticipated that close working relationships with appropriate trade
associations and State agencies will be developed to aid in getting the
waste minimization message to the industrial audience. A significant
output of WRTAP will be the establishment and maintenance of a network
of individuals active in areas related to waste .minimization.

In addition to the need for transfer of information' to and among .-
industrial users, EPA Regional Offices and state regulatory officials will
need guidance concerning what waste minimization.techniques are practicable.
In this area. WRTAP will coordinate the handling of requests for such infor~

mation and would be able to call upon the capabilities of the various parts
of the EPA as needed.

The WRTAP will include the development of an on-line computer-supported
information system which will be easily accessible by the States, Regional
Offices, universities, industry and others involved with waste minimization,
and which can be constantly updated. This system is called for specifically in
the EPA Report to Congress.

Waste minimization technologies, or low and non-waste technologies as
they are more often called in Europe, are of interest to industrial countries
throughout the world. Consequently, there is appreciable international
activity going on that would be of interest to individuals and organizations
in the U.S. Some part of the WRTAP will be devoted to establishing and
nurturing an international network of individuals active in the waste
minimization field.

Waste Reduction Institute for Senior Executives

An important part of the Agency's proposed waste minimization strategy
to reduce technical barriers to the furtherance of waste minimization is
the establishment of an Institute of some Z5 senior engineers' and scientists
with experience in the various waste generating industries. It is expected
that many of the Institute members will. be retired from distinguiShed careers
in industry. The overall purpose of the group. which will be supported
through a cooperative agreement with a yet-to-be-determined appropriate

--'=
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professional association (AAEE, AIChE, ASME, etc.), will be to assist the
Agency in carrying out the various parts of the program. It is envisioned
that such assistance .ight take the form of reviewing and commenting on
individual project proposals, participating as lecturers in WRTAP seminars,
participating in the WRAP program as technical experts and providing
general advice and support to the in-house staff.

The members of the institute might also be charged with carrying out
an independent program to encourage the adoption of waste minimization
concepts through a variety of mechanisms. These mechanisms would include,
for example, the production of brochures. handbooks, etc•• describing
successful waste minimization techniques which have been used, perhaps only
once by one company at one location. but which have never been recorded in

. the literature or publicized in any way. The mechanisms could include a
speakers bureau which could direct qualified ·waste minimization evangelists·
to various industries and to trade association and technical society meetings
to spread the word on this SUbject. The mechanisms could involve assistance
to universities in modifying their plant design and process design courses
so that stUdents would be trained from the beginning to consider and evaluate
alternative designs which minimize waste generation. This new emphasis on
the training of our ·next generation· of design engineers would help to
eliminate future hazardous waste prOblems from the production and use of
chemicals now unknown. There are, clearly, many, many more functions such
a group could perform. ORO has been favorably impressed by the positive
reaction of several individuals in the industrial community to this idea.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Presented below are two options for implementing the strategy. Option A
is for the full amount requested beginning with $3.9 million in FY88. Option 8
involves modest initiation of the plan beginning with only $.9 million in FY88.
80th options total $12.8 million for 3 years.

,.-
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APPmOIX C

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

I-IAZARDOUS WASTE ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45268

D!\TE: April 24, 1987

Sl!lJecr: Request for SAB review of waste Minimization Strategy

FRCM: '!hCllBs R. HaU~~· - -
Director, Haz~~

Engineering Research I.aboratory

10: Eric Males
Executive SecretatY, Environmental

Engineering COmmittee, SAB (A-101F)

Since OOr briefing of the SAB on the subject of waste minimization on
March 5 in washington, we have prepared a IlOre eatplete strategy document
(copy attached) outlining specific programs we w::>\,lld like to undertake.
Dlring the intervening tine we have nade presentations before senior ORO
and OSWER officials and before the Administrator. '!he prqlOSed strategy
appears to have been well received and we have been encooraged to continue
to pursue the ~larentationof a waste minimization program. We have
also convened a tw::>-day W:>rKshop on the subject of waste minimization
that was attended by sate 70 individuals fran varioos pUblic and private
organizations. These w::>rkshop participants provided many useful caments
on the proposed strategy and its programs.

We feel we are new at a stage where a further review of the prcposed
strategy by the SAB "-l:>uld be very useful. The Board's responses to the
specific questions attached w::>U1d be especially useful to us. Of course,
we are also interested in any general ccmnents on the subject which Board
msrnbers may have.

we w::>uld appreciate having the benefit of the Board's review and look
forward to hearing from yeo as to whether and when this coold be done.

At tachllent

-~
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QJestions PeqardilY} Proposed Waste Minimization Strategy

1. '!here is sane disagreenent between the EPA and others over whether the fOO.ls

of the progran shaJld be only on "waste red.iction" (defined generally as waste

elimination through in~rocess changes) or on "waste minimization" (generally

defined as any red.iction of wastes going to disposal whether thr<.:UiJh SaIrce

reduction, through on-site or off-site recycling or even through treat:Ilent of

wastes to redJce volume, mass or toxicity). '!he fOl:ller definition is narI'O<ler

and exclo::les such things as off-site recycling and alnDst all processes that

might be seen as treal:inent. Y'oor thoughts?

2. Arrt progr<St\ llUst start some';lhere. we would appreciate yoor thoughts on

which specific waste stre<tllS and/or industrial sectors shaJld receive initial

Priority. In the sane light. should the progratn enphasise small, mid-size or

large generators?

3. The WRITE Progran is aimed at evaluating and doclm1",nting successful waste

minimization techniques. Arrf experiences you may have had with similar

evaluations/denonstration would be helpful. For instance, haw you fcund such

program;; to be effective as a llElans of encooraging use of iItproved technology

by industry? How does one overcatEl the inherent reluctance of one eatpany to

disclose successful llElth(xi~ to its competitors?

4. The Waste Reduction Research Support (WRRS) progran is intended to provide

a !leans of supporting long-tenn research. At present. it is probably the least

defined of the €ive proposed activities. Two questions: 1) hew do you think we

should structure this progratn to encoorage creative, useful research and 2) what

areas of research do you think would be especially fruitful?

.'
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5. Many peq;>le, includirg yourselves, have told us efforts shcu1d be made to

sonehcw in1;lact university engineering curricula to raise the conscicusness of

new gradJates concerning waste minimization. First, hOW' can this best be done

and second, where do you see such an effort fitting in the strategy as cutlined?

6. Any ccmrents abclJt the. apprq>riateness of the PrqlOsed allocation of rescurces?

7. \'hat types of data ~uld be rrost useful as CA.ltputs fran the projects to be

supported by the WRITE program? DJ you think. it w::>uld be useful to run WRITE

projects as dE!ITOnstrations open to the public?

8. Shculd only "innovative Ilethods" be supported under the WRITE and Sb wtUTE

Programs? The case has been made that we already have lIUch of the needed tech

nology for waste minimization and that what is most needed is to get generators

to use such technology even if it's not "innovative". 'leur observations would

be helpful as to the "balance" the WRITE Program shCA.ll.;j have in attatpting to

catalyze waste redUction acceptance by industry wheth", "innovative" or not

versus a focus only on innovative methods.

9. Are there any significant areas that are not addressed by the strategy

given that the purpose of the strategy is to help over~~ "technical barriers"

(as opposed to "economic" or "regulatory barriers") th"t would inhibit the

acceptance of waste minimization by indUstry.

10. There is a concern that the EPA or State regulatocy agencies, regardless

of their good intentions, will have difficulty arranging cooperative projects

with industrial generators who might be afraid of enfoccE!ll'l9nt hassles. First,

fran your el<perience haw much of a problem will this be? Second, hOW' can we

address this situation?

.'
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11. O:les the waste Red.lction Institute for Senior ExeaJtives strike you as

a 'toQrthwhile undertaking? I4lat organization (e.g., technical society, the

NAS/NAE, etc.) ~uld be the best ~hCllE!~ for the Institute? Hew shoold nanbers

be recruited?

.. '
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